
Computers in Industrial Manufacturing

The role of computer in manufacturing may be broadly 

classified into two groups:

1. Computer monitoring and control of the manufacturing 

process.

2. Manufacturing support applications, which deal 

essentially with the preparations for actual manufacturing 

and post-manufacture operations.



Second category: The types of support that can be 

envisaged are:

•Computer aided designing - CAD 

•Computer aided design and drafting - CADD

• Computer aided engineering - CAE

• Computer aided manufacturing - CAM

• Computer aided process planning - CAPP

• Computer aided tool design - CAT

• Computer aided NC part programming,

• Computer aided scheduling,

• Computer aided material requirement planning, etc.





DESIGN PROCESS

Step 1 Recognition of Need

Problems  in  the  existing  products  or  potential  for new products in 
the market have to be identified.

Step 2 Definition of problem

The problem in the existing products or specification of the new product 
is specified as “Design Brief”.

It includes the specification of physical and functional characteristics, 
cost, quality, performance requirements etc.,



Step 3 Geometric Modeling

• In this stage the designer develops number of designs to 
meet the requirement of design brief.

Step 4 Analysis and optimization
• Each design from the synthesis stage is analyzed

the optimum one is selected.
and

• Based on the analysis, improvements
redesigned.

are made and



Step 5 Prototype development

In this stage, optimized design stage is checked for all specifications
mentioned in the “Design Brief”

•

•

•

•

Performance

Quality

Reliability

And other aspects of product

Step 6 Manufacturing process development 

• After the product design passing through the evaluation
stages, drawings,   diagrams, materials specification,
assembly lists, bill of materials etc.



PRODUCT CYCLE

(Let us consider the manufacturing environment of a given product).

How does the product idea originate? 

•The market forces determine the need for a product. 

•Expertise on the part of the company estimates the likely demand and 

probable profitability and decides on the best mode of designing and 

manufacturing the desired product. 











Computer Aided Design (CAD)

Is a TOOL to aid designer/engineer

Classified under 2 categories:

1.   Product Engineering

• Product functions

• Product Specifications

• Conceptual design

• Ergonomics and Aesthetics

• Standards

• Detailed Design

• Prototype development

• Testing

• Simulation

• Analysis

• Strength

• Kinematics, Dynamics

• Heat, Flow

• Design for Manufacture

• Design for Assembly

• Drafting



2.   Manufacturing Engineering
• Process planning

• Process sheets

• Route sheets

• Tooling

• Cutting tools

• Jigs and Fixtures

• Dies and Moulds

• Manufacturing Information Generation

• CNC Part programmes

• Robot Programmes

• Inspection (CMM) programmes

• Production Organisation

• Bill of Materials

• Material Requirement Planning

• Production Planning

• Shop Floor Control

• Plant Simulation

• Marketing and Distribution

• Packaging

• Distribution, Marketing



Computer Basic Structure
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Hardware Components
Central processing unit (CPU)

– A hardware component that performs computing
functions utilizing the ALU, control unit, and
registers.

Arithmetic/logic unit (ALU)

– Performs mathematical calculations and makes
logical comparisons

Control unit

– Sequentially accesses program instructions,
decodes them, coordinates flow of data in/out of
ALU, registers, primary and secondary storage,
and various output devices



Hardware Components

Registers

– High-speed storage areas used to temporarily hold
small units of program instructions and data
immediately before, during, and after execution
by the CPU

Primary storage

– Holds program instructions and data (a.k.a. main
memory)



Memory

types

RAM ROM

SRAM DRAM PROM EPROM

Volatile Non-volatile



Memory Characteristics and 
Functions

• Random Access Memory - RAM

– Temporary and volatile

– Can be read or written

• Read Only Memory - ROM

– Permanent and non-volatile

– Can only be read



RAM

Pronounced “ramm”, acronym for random access memory, a
type of computer memory that can be accessed randomly; that
is, any byte of memory can be accessed without touching the
preceding bytes. RAM is the most common type of memory
found in computers and other devices, such as printers.

There are two basic types of RAM:

dynamic RAM (DRAM)

static RAM (SRAM)



TYPES OF RAM

Two types: dynamic RAM and static RAM. The two types
differ in the technology they use to hold data,

Dynamic RAM being the more common type. Dynamic RAM
needs to be refreshed thousands of times per second.

Static RAM does not need to be refreshed, which makes it
faster; but it is also more expensive than dynamic RAM.

Both types of RAM are volatile, meaning that they lose their
contents when the power is turned off.



ROM 

Pronounced “rahm”, acronym for read-only memory, 
computer memory on which data has been prerecorded. Once 
data has been written onto a ROM chip, it cannot be removed 
and can only be read. 

Unlike main memory (RAM), ROM retains its contents even 
when the computer is turned off. ROM is referred to as being 
nonvolatile, whereas RAM is volatile. 



Devices for Secondary Storage
– Magnetic tape and disks

– Compact Disk Read-Only Memory (CD-ROM)

– Write Once Read Many - (WORM)

– Magneto-optical disks

– Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID)

– Optical disks

– Digital Video Disks

– Memory cards

– Flash memory

– Removable storage



INPUT DEVICES  
• For interactive graphic tasks more often several input 

devices are used. These allow entering data in an 
easily interpretable graphic form.

– Keyboard

– Touch screens

– Joysticks

– Track balls

Mouse

Digitizer

Light Pen

Automated entry



INPUT DEVICES  
KEYBOARD:

The keyboard interacts with the computer on a hardware and software

level. The keyboard contains a keyboard controller (like 8042 or 8048) to check

if any key is pressed or released. If any key remains closed for more than half a

second the controller sends a repeat action at specific intervals.

TOUCH SCREEN:

Touch screens are direct devices. They are used by simply touching

CRT display with one’s finger or a pointing device. Two types of touch screens

(mechanical and optical) are used in CAD applications.

Mechanical type is a transparent screen overlay which detects the

location of the touch.

Optical touch screen systems use rows of light emitters and receptors

mounted just in front of the screen with the touched location determined by

broken beams.



INPUT DEVICES  
JOYSTICKS:

Joystick is a potentiometric device that contains sets of variable

resistors which feed signals that indicates the device position to the computer.

These devices rely on the operator’s sense of touch and hand-eye co-

ordination to control the position of the cursor on the screen.

TRACK BALLS:

Track ball has a ball and socket construction but the ball must be

rolled with fingers or the palm of the hand. The cursor moves in the

direction of the roll at a rate corresponding to rotational speed.



INPUT DEVICES  
MOUSE:

Mouse is today one of the widely used input devices in graphics

applications. Mouse is a small hand held puck like instrument which is attached

to the computer. The movement of the mouse is thus converted into pulses

which move the cursor in the X and Y direction in proportion to the movement

of the mouse. Mouse can be operated in a limited space.

DIGITIZER:

Digitizer boards or tablets are electro-mechanical vector graphic input devices

that resemble a drafting board. A digitizer consists of three basic elements: a

locator in the form of a pen or stylus or puck or cursor, a tablet and a software

package. A digitizer can be used to copy existing drawings and send the

geometric data directly to the computer.



INPUT DEVICES  
LIGHT PEN:

A  light pen is a computer input device in the form of a light-sensitive 

wand used in conjunction with a computer’s CRT TV Set or monitor.

Allows the users to point to displayed objects and draw objects on screen. The 

position points are highly accurate and sensitive. It generates electrical pulse

which records the position of the electron beam

AUTOMATED ENTRY:

One of the major needs of design offices switching over to CAD is the

necessity to convert existing paper drawings to computer files. Many

automated devices are now available for entering drawings into CAD database.

These units can scan a drawing and convert them into a form useful for CAD

with little manual intervention.



DISPLAY DEVICES  
OUTPUT DEVICES:

An output device is any piece of computer hardware equipment used

to communicate results of data processing carried out by an information

processing system (such as computer) which converts the electronically

generated information into humanreadable form.

A display device is an output device that visually conveys text, graphics, and

video information.

Information shown on a display is called soft copy because the information

exists electronically and is displayed for a temporary period of time. Display

devices include CRT monitors, LCD monitors and displays, gas plasma

monitors, and televisions.



DISPLAY DEVICES  
MONITOR:

Monitor commonly called as Visual Display Unit (VDU) is the 

main output device of a computer. It forms images from tiny dots, called pixels, 

that are arranged in a rectangular form. The sharpness of the image depends 

upon the number of the pixels.

There are two kinds of viewing screen used for monitors:

 Cathode-Ray Tube (CRT)

 Flat-Panel Display



TYPES

CRT MONITOR FLAT PANEL MONITOR



CATHODE-RAY TUBE (CRT) MONITOR

In a color CRT, there are three electron guns, one each for red, green

and blue. The phosphor dots for red, green and blue are arranged in a triangular

pattern. The individual beams intersect at a shadow mask which directs a red

beam to a red phosphor dot and so on

There are some disadvantages of CRT:

-Large in Size

-High power consumption



FLAT SCREEN 
CRT has the disadvantage that it is extremely bulky. Moreover, CRT

consumes considerable power with increased heat dissipation requirements.

Portability is reduced because of the size and the material of CRT. These

disadvantages have prompted the manufacturers try different types of flat

screens as output devices for computers. Flat screens are necessary for laptop,

notebook and palm top computers. Flat screens operate on the principle of

liquid crystal display (LCD).



OUTPUT DEVICES 
A CAD system is not complete unless it can make hard copies of

designs or analysis created on the computer. Determining the best output

device for a typical CIM application is a three-step process: specifying how hard

copies will be used, identifying quality and cost criteria and selecting equipment

most suitable for the application.

PLOTTERS

Plotters are classified based several factors. Depending on the

maximum size of the drawing plotters are designated as A0, A1, A2, A3 and A4.

There are plotters capable of creating drawings larger than A0 size. Generally

plotters plot drawings on cut sheets. Some special plotters are capable of

creating drawings on rolls also.



OUTPUT DEVICES 
PLOTTERS Conti..

Plotters have high resolution which is specified by dots/mm. The pen

speed and pen pressure are programmable. Various line thicknesses can be

obtained by using pens of different tip sizes. Generally fibre tip pens are used.

Pen plotters are slow and shading is difficult. Pen plotters also require

more maintenance and the ink or fibre tip or ball point pens should be changed

frequently to keep line quality high.

Inkjet plotters are the ones that are now commonly used. These are

available in color or monochrome versions.



OUTPUT DEVICES 
PRINTERS

Several types of printers are available:

(i) Impact printers:

They use small hammers or print heads containing small pins to strike

a ribbon to form dot matrix images. Colors are introduced through the use of

multiple ribbons or single ribbons with different color bands. Color intensity is

fixed and creating shades is almost impossible. Because of the low

resolution, copy quality is poor. Impact printers are suitable for high speed,

low cost, high volume hard copies.

(ii) Inkjet printer:

Inkjet printers produce images by propelling fine droplets of ink on to

the medium to be printed. Droplets can be generated in continuous streams or

pulses. Some of the droplets get charged and are returned to the reservoir,

while uncharged droplets attach to the printing surface to form graphics. The

laser jet printers are capable of giving good quality color prints with shading at

reasonable cost.

(iii) Laser printer:

Laser printer is one of the most widely used output devices. This type

combines high speed with high resolution and the quality of output is very fine.



COMPUTER GRAPHICS
Computer Graphics is the use of a computer to produce and manipulate pictorial 

images with display techniques and algorithms.

Raster Scan Technique

The screen of a monitor can be considered to consist of a large

number of minute subdivisions called picture elements (pixels, in short). A raster

CRT graphics device can be considered a matrix of discrete cells each of which

can be made bright. Thus it is basically a point plotting device. If a line is to be

drawn, it can be approximated by a series of dots close to the path of the line.



RASTER SCAN TECHNIQUE
Let us assume that a line AB is to be drawn. On a raster scan monitor,

the adjacent pixels closer to the path of the line are addressed and the resulting

“line” appears to have a staircase like look or is said to be jagged. However, the

resolution is more, then the line appears smooth. Vertical or horizontal lines

appear smooth, irrespective of the resolution.



RASTER SCAN TECHNIQUE
The process of writing on a refresh type monitor requires that the

electron beam will pass through all those points which will require to be bright

and as a result, the vectors in the drawings are to be converted into its

equivalent pixel points. This process is termed as rasterisation.



RASTER SCAN TECHNIQUE



DDA ALGORITHM
DDA or Digital Differential Analyser is one of the first algorithms

developed for rasterising the vectorial information with the equation of straight

line.

Y = mX + C

Using this equation for direct computing of the pixel positions involves a large 

amount of computational effort. Hence it is necessary to simplify the procedure 

of calculating the individual pixel positions by a simple algorithm. 



DDA ALGORITHM

Line drawing method would have to make use of the equations in order

to develop a algorithm.

Line equation can be written as

Procedure to simplify the calculation method

Let us consider a case of line drawing where m>1. Choose an increment for ΔX

as unit pixel. Hence ΔX=1 then equation change to

Hence it is possible to calculate the total pixel positions for completely drawing

the line on the display screen, This is called DDA Algorithm.

If ΔY=1



BRESENHAM’S ALGORITHM
DDA algorithm is certainly an improvement over the direct use of the

line equations since it eliminates many of the complicated calculations. However

still it requires some amount of floating point arithmetic for each of the pixel

positions.

Bresenham’s method is an improvement over DDA since it completely

eliminates the floating point arithmetic except for the initial computations. All

other computations are fully integer arithmetic and hence is more efficient for

raster conversion.







ANTIALIASING LINES



COORDINATE SYSTEM

The right handed cartesian coordinate system is used for defining the

geometry parts. In order to specify the geometry of a given solid, it is necessary

to use a variety of coordinate systems.

WORLD COORDINATE SYSTEM (WCS)

This refers to the actual coordinate system used as master for the

component. Sometimes it may also be called as model coordinate system. right

handed cartesian coordinate system is used for defining the geometry parts. In

order to specify the geometry of a given solid, it is necessary to use a variety of

coordinate systems.

A typical component is associated with world coordinate system X, Y

and Z. This is basically the coordinate system in which the part database is

stored. However, the user will have the flexibility of inputting the data in the

other coordinate systems as well as polar coordinates or spherical coordinates.

The software will actually convert this information into the cartesian system

before it stores the data.



WORLD COORDINATE SYSTEM (WCS)



USER COORDINATE SYSTEM (UCS)
The default coordinate system when the user starts the modelling is

the WCS. However, sometimes it becomes difficult to define certain geometrics

if they are to be defined from the WCS. In such cases, alternate coordinate

systems can be defined relative to the WCS. These coordinate system are

termed User Coordinate Systems (UCS) or working coordinate systems. X’, Y’,

Z’ is the user coordinate system defined for modelling the slot.



DISPLAY COORDINATE SYSTEM 
This refers to the actual coordinates to be used for displaying the

image on the screen. It may also be termed as screen coordinate system. The

actual screen coordinates relate to the pixels whether the actual values of the

screen or the virtual image that can be displayed to help in the image display.

The virtual size will be larger than the actual pixels of the screen resolution.

VIEW GENERATION
The display screen is two-dimensional. Sometimes, it is necessary to

organise the information when presented on the screen in the two dimensions

using the orthogonal projection. The screen is therefore divided into a number of

view ports wherein the various views are presented. For example the most

common views required for representing the component details fully are the

front, top and side views.



VIEW GENERATION



DATABASE STRUCTURES FOR GRAPHICS MODELLING
The database of the graphical representation of a model is present in

the computer system in a convenient form for use. The major functions of a

database are

To manipulate the data on screen, such as zooming, panning;

To interact with the user, essentially for the purpose of editing functions

like trimming, filleting, stretching, etc.,

To evaluate the properties like areas, volumes, inertias, etc to provide

additional information like manufacturing specifications.

Graphical database may contain graphical information such as point

coordinates, alphanumerical information as manufacturing requirements or

some procedural type wherein the concerned data is to be fitted in a certain

form.



DATA TYPES
Organisational Data

Identification number

Drawing Number

Design origin and status of changes

Current Status

Designer name

Date of Design

Scale

Type of Projections

Company

Technological Data

Geometry

Dimensions

Tolerances

Surface Finishes

Material specifications or reference

Manufacturing Procedures

Inspection Procedures

There is a lot of data pertaining to the drawing and it is to be read and

manipulated during the process of modelling and drawing generation. One may

have to fetch the data a number of times from the same database, and hence it

becomes necessary to devise a database structure, which is simple and also

easy to amend. Hence records that are contained in a graphical database are

maintained as random access files and all the files present are linked by means

of pointers.



DATA STRUCTURE FOR GEOMETRIC MODELS

The solid is first broken into edges, which are further broken in to

surfaces and the vertices for completely defining the object.

A face meets another face to form an edge. Edge meets the points (vertices) at

the end. Faces may multiple connected and one bound by one or more loops of

edges. This is one method of representation of the solid data. Which is called as

the Boundary representation or B-rep.

A boundary is formed by faces.

A face is formed by a combination of Edges,

Edge may be considered as curves

such as lines and arcs.



DATA STRUCTURE FOR GEOMETRIC MODELS



Geometric Transformations
• Geometric transformations play a vital role in geometric modelling and

viewing.

• They are used in modeling to express the locations of entities relative to

others and to move them around in the modeling space.

• They are used in viewing to generate different views of a model for

visualizing and drafting purposes.

• Geometric transformation that describe the motion are referred as rigid

body transformation and they include,

– Translation

– Rotation

– Scaling

– Reflection



Geometric Transformations
• Transformation of a point represents the core problem in geometric

transformations because it is the basic element in geometric modeling. For

example, a line is represented by its two end points, and a general curve,

surface or a solid is represented by a collection of points.

• The problem of transforming a point can be stated as follows: Given a point

P that belongs to a geometric model that undergoes a rigid body motion, find

the corresponding point P* in the new position such that:

• P* = f(P, transformation parameters)

• In order to implement the equation into CAD software, it is desirable to

express it in terms of matrix notation as:

• P* = [T] P

• Where, [T] = Transformation matrix



Translation

It is the most common and easily understood transformation in CAD. This moves a

geometric entity in space in such a way that the new entity is parallel at all the points to

the old entity.



This is normally the operation used in the CAD system as MOVE command



SCALING
Scaling is the transformation applied to change the scale of an entity. This alters the size

of the entity by the scaling factor applied. To achieve scaling, the original coordinates

would be multiplied uniformly by the scaling factor.





REFLECTION
Reflection or Mirror is a transformation, which allow a copy of the object to be displayed

while the object is reflected about a line or a plane. Scaling is the transformation applied

to change the scale of an entity. This alters the size of the entity by the scaling factor

applied. To achieve scaling, the original coordinates would be multiplied uniformly by the

scaling factor.



REFLECTION
The transformation required in this case is that the axes coordinates will get negated

depending upon the reflection required. Here -1 in the first position refers to the

reflection about Y-axis where all the X coordinate values get negated. When the second

term becomes -1 the reflection will be about X axis with all Y coordinate values getting

reversed. Both the values are -1 for reflection about X andY axes.



ROTATION
Rotation is another important geometric transformation. The final position and

orientation of a geometric entity is decided by the angle of rotation and base point

about which rotation is to be done.







Concatenation of 

Transformations
•



Homogeneous Representation



2D Translation - Homogeneous Coordinates



2D Rotation - Homogeneous Coordinates



2D Scaling- Homogeneous Coordinates



Composition of 2D 

Transformations



3D -Translation



3D - Scaling



3D - Scaling



3D - Rotation



Clipping
• Clipping is responsible for eliminating those parts of the scene which

do not project onto the window rectangle, because they are outside

the viewing volume.

• The selection of the coordinate system in which the clipping is done

may depend on efficiency considerations, or more precisely:

• The geometry of the clipping region has to be simple in the selected

coordinate system in order to minimize the number of necessary

operations.

• The transformation to the selected coordinate system from the world

coordinate system and from the selected coordinate system to pixel

space should involve the minimum number of operations.

CAD Operations Clipping is nothing but ZOOMING



Clipping



Cohen Sutherland Clipping Algorithm

• In this method all the lines are classified to see if they are in , out or

partially in the window by doing an edge test. The end points of the

line are classified as to where they are with reference to the window

by means of a 4 digit binary code. The code is termed as TBRL. The

code is identified as follows,



Sutherland Hodgman Polygon Clipping Algorithm

• The basic idea used in polygon clipping is that

an n sided polygon is represented by n

vertices. On each of the polygon two tests

are conducted. If the line (edge of the

polygon) intersects the window edge, the

precursor point is added to the output list. If

the next vertex is outside the window, it is

discarded or else added to the output list.

This process repeated for all the edges of the

polygon, the resulting output is an m sided

polygon. The main advantage of this algorithm

is that it can be used for clipping a window

that need not be a rectangle



Polygon Clipping



Surface Removal

• The basic idea used in polygon clipping is that an n sided polygon is

represented by n vertices. On each of the polygon two tests are conducted.

If the line (edge of the polygon) intersects the window edge, the precursor

point is added to the output list. If the next vertex is outside the window, it

is discarded or else added to the output list. This process repeated for all

the edges of the polygon, the resulting output is an m sided polygon. The

main advantage of this algorithm is that it can be used for clipping a window

that need not be a rectangle



Hidden Surface Removal
• Removing hidden lines and surfaces greatly improves the

visualisation of the objects. Basic approaches for hidden

surface algorithms.

Back-face removal

Z-buffer (depth buffer)

Back-face removal:

The basic concept used in this algorithm is that

only those faces that are facing the camera are visible.

The normal from a polygon face indicates the direction in

which it is facing. Thus a face can be seen if some

component of the normal N is along the direction of the

projector ray P.

This method allows to identify the invisible faces

for individual objects only. However, in majority of the

cases this removes almost 50 percent of the faces from

the database, which can then be processed faster by the

other algorithms.



Hidden Surface Removal



GKS( Graphics kernel system)



Introduction

• GKS or Graphical Kernel System is a document
produced by International Standards organization
(ISO) which defines a common interface to interactive
computer graphics for application programs.

• It provides functional specifications for some 200
subroutines which perform graphical I/O. Thus,
application programs can move freely between
different graphical devices and different host
computers.



• GKS is a kernel system. The primary purpose of 
GKS is –

1. To provide portability of graphics application
programs.

2. To aid in understanding of graphic methods by
application programmers.

3. To provide guidelines for manufacturers in
describing useful graphics capabilities.



STANDARDS(GKS)

• The main purpose of GKS is the production and
manipulation of 2D–pictures in a way that does not
depend on the system or graphical device used.

• concepts of GKS are implemented in a particular
language is called as the binding of the standard to a
language. For examples,

(a) FORTRAN has a binding.

(b) C has preliminary binding.

(c) PASCAL’S binding is under way.



In GKS, pictures are considered to be constructed from a number of 
basic building blocks called primitives.
• .

MSRIT



GKS PRIMITIVES

• In GKS, pictures are constructed from a number of basic building 
blocks. These basic building blocks are called as primitives. 

They are of five types in G K S : –
1. Polyline : It draws a sequence of connected line segments.
2. Polymarker : It marks a sequence of points with same symbol.
3. Fill Area: It displays a specified area.
4. Text : It draws a string of characters.
5. Cell Array: It displays an image composed of a variety of colors or
gray scales.



Poly line



Poly Marker



Fill Area



Attributes (of Fill Area primitive)



TEXT



Cell Array



Description of product  or product definition data:

• Engineering Drawings (Manual or Electronic):

o   Vector data for lines (solid lines,  dotted lines,  centre lines,  dimension
lines,  and extension lines)

o   Annotation data for the dimension values,  notes,  and symbols in the
drawing.

• CAD Systems:

o   A solid  model representation with some associated  annotation data.



Driving Forces for CAD/CAM Data

Exchange

•  Fundamental incompatibilities among
representations

Complexity of CAD/CAM systems 

The varying requirements of users 

Restrictions on access to proprietary

database information

Rapid pace of technological change

entity

• 

• 

• 

• 



Requirements for the Exchange

Shape data: both geometric and topological information,• 
part or form  features. Fonts, color, annotation are
considered part of the geometric information.

Non-shape data: graphics data such as shaded images,• 
and model global data as measuring units of the database
and the resolution of storing the database numerical
values.

Design data: information that designers generate from• 
geometric models for analysis purposes.
and finite element mesh data belong to this

Manufacturing data: information as tooling,

Mass property
type of data.

NC tool paths,• 
tolerancing, process planning, tool design, and bill of
materials (BOM).



Exchange Methods

Pro/E, SolidWorks, AutoCAD, etc.Pro/E, SolidWorks, AutoCAD, etc. IEGS, STEP, etc.



Standard neutral data formats:

- the most popular•
format of the neutral file, supported by all CAD/GAE/CAM systems and
defined by the international standard organization (ISO).

•

•

cycle of a product, including design, analysis, manufacturing, quality
assurance, testing, and maintenance, in addition to the simple product
definition data. The data format was also called PDES (Product Design
Exchange Specification) at the early stage of its development in North
America.

Currently, CAD systems, which used to support IGES format, are moving
toward the use of STEP.

Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES)

Drawing Interchange Format (DXF)  - a format originated by AutoDesk

and used mainly for the exchange of drawing data.

Standard for The Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP) - the standard data 

format used to store all the data relevant to the entire  life



IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange

Specification)

•  first developed by National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) in 1980.

•  then adopted by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) in the same year.

•  exchanges primarily shape (both geometric

and topological) and non-shape data, which is 

referred as CAD-to-CAD exchange



IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange

Specification)

codes a superset of common entities of all CAD/CAM 

systems to facilitate the translation between various 

systems

• 



Development of IGES

3D

2D



IGES Format

data

content

background

Originally based on FORTRAN Format

• ASCII and Binary

• 80 Characters per Line

• Data by Field



In IGES File



Directory Entry Parameter Data

Example IGES File
Global Section





What about the Elements You Import?
To make sure the  elements  you need  to handle in your session  are those you expected,
here is a list  presenting   the IGES data  supported when imported into  a CATDrawing document:

Element type

circular  pattern

Element rrumber inIGES fi

100

".

comoosite curve 102

conic arc 104

cocious  data 106

ine 110

carame tric soline curve 112

colnt 116

transformation  matrix 124

rational B·soline curve 126

offset curve 130

anaular  dimension 202

arc lenqth  dimension 204

diameter dimension 206

flao note 208

neneral label 210

aeneral note 212

leader 214

linear dimension 216

noint dimension 220

radius dimension 222

neneral svmbol 228

sectioned area 230

subfiaure definition ( detail) 308

lassociativitv instance (orouo) 402

drawina 404

properties 406

sinale subfiaure instance  ( ditto 408

~iew 410



data

content

background



Limitations of IGES and DXF

The IGES files

definition  data

and DXF files were developed to exchange product 
instead of product data. By product data we mean the data

relevant to the entire life cycle of a product (e.g., design, manufacturing,
quality assurance, testing, and support).

Even though the specification    of the IGES or  DXF file has been broadened
to encompass  some of these product data,  the data carried by those files
are inherently  insufficient

cycle.

to be the product data supporting the entire life



PDES (Product Data Exchange Standard)
(then Product Data Exchange Using STEP)

•  to support any industrial application such as
mechanical, electric, plant design, and 
architecture and engineering construction

• 

analysis, manufacturing, quality assurance,
testing, support, etc.

to include all four types of data which is relevant
to the entire life-cycle of a product: design,



PDES

• PDES is a much more comprehensive 

and complex standard than IGES or any 

other predecessors

• The user interface is not as simple as 

“put IGES” and “get

IGES.”



STEP (Standard for the Transfer and

Exchange of Product Model Data)



PDES (Product Data Exchange Standard) reinterpreted as Product Data

Exchange Using STEP





IDEAS


